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Best-sellin g author Iris Chan g speaks at Colb y
BY PATRICK J. BERNAL
Staff Writer
The Rape of Nanking, an event
that saw the death of over 300,000
Chinese during the Japanese occupation of the ancient Chinese capital in World War II,was the subject
of Iris Chang's lecture in the Page
Commons Room Sunday night.
The events that took place in
Nanking (now Nanjing) between
1937 and 1945 were marked by the
deaths of more Chinese civilians than
JapaneseldlledinbothAmericanatomic
bombs dropped on Japan.
The Rape of Nanking saw the
rape of over 20,000 Chinese women
and girls, the second largest mass
rape in world history.
"The rape of Nanking is without
a doubt the worst wholesale rape in
thehistory of World War II,"Chang
told the Colby audience.
Despite its horrific nature, the
Rape of Nanking remains an incident that is often forgotten in the
tomes of history, .
f ,
"When I was growing lip in
Champaign-Urbana, Illinois, I
couldn't find any books about the
rape of Nanking; my parents were
myonly sourceof information,"said
Chang,speaking of her parents who
lived in China during the rape.
Chang's book, "The Rape; of
Nanking," chronicles the atrocities
committed by Japanese troops in

Nanking during World War EL It
has become an international
bestseller and been translated into
eight languages. Film versions are
currently being produced in Germany and China.
Chang explained that preexisting conditions in Japan allowed for
the massacre and widespread rape
to occur.

The bitter legacy of
the rape of Nanking
continue s to haunt
Japan.
"The education system in Japan
imbued Japanese children with a
sense of racial superiority; this sense
of ethnic superiority turned into
contempt for the Chinese and allowed the Japanese to view the Chinese as sub-human," said Chang:
After the j ivar many Japanese
s01(^(^jj e^P# the atrocities
^ found themcommitted inNanking
selves in leading positions in the
Japanese establishment.
Japan was let off pretty easily
after the World War II, largely because of US interests in the . Cold
War," said Chang.
Chang also addressed the subject of war reparations.
"The Germans have paid the

equivalentof $60billionin war reparations; the Japanese government
has paid next to nothing. The Japanese governmenthasn'tevenissued
an apology to the victims of the
rape," she said.
In recent months,Japan has seen
a resurgence of nationalism in the
form of a revisionist movement that
denounces reports of the rape of
Nanking as Chineselies. "The bitter
legacy of the rape of Nanking continues to haunt Japan," said Chang.
"In order to restore the world'sfaith
in Japan,it must do four things: give
an apology to all war-time victims;
stop white-washing its war crimes
in school textbooks; pay war reparations; and open up its war-time
archives for full review," said
Chang.
Audienoemembersexpressedposi-:
tive sentiments for Chang's speech.
'TthinkitwasaverypowerfLdspeedx
She has a great understanding of- world
history, and she was able to explain
herself veiydearry,"saidSuishengZhao,
assodatepx36essorcrf
govemmentandEast
;,
:
;
^s*ahpditics. Y ;V; f ' ' ' ''':^'- '^T. '?l 7 y
Studetit (^yemment Associaition
C\ilturalChairWalterWang'99said/T
think that the speech went very well.
IrisChangisanoutspokenpeison,and
apersonwith a tremendousintellectIt
is important that sheis speaking to the
international community about the
atrocitiescommittedin Nanking. The
Echo photo by Fyodor Shumilov
holocaust over the Chinese is often Iris Chang addresses a Colby audience on the rape of
overlooked."Q
Nankin g.

Holocaust survivo r discusses childhood in camps
BY KAREN VITALI
Staff Writer

In 1947, Joseph Polak was a 5year-old Jewish boy at a Holland
recovery center for Holocaust survivors, The young child wondered
why he and his mother were there,
and what terrible events caused him
to wake each night in fits of hysterical screaming. These were some of
his first memories. Yet it is what
Joseph Polak doesn'tremember that has influenced him the most,In 1945,
at the age of 3, he became one of the
youngest survivors of the Holocaust.
"What does it mean to be a witness to an event you don't remember? It is to have to piece one's life
Echo photo by Jennie Record
together on the basis of theaccounts Joseph Polak speaks on the Holocaust.
<<
of others, and you can never let go door of his family's home changed tary, was mat connection.
of these authors for fear that your his life forever . He and his family
Sickness and overcrowding
story will be obliterated," said Bos- were transported to the Nazi con- killed thousands, and left the Britton Urdversity'sHillelRabbiJoseph centration camp of Bergen-Belson, ish with 30,000 dead to bury when
Polak at the first annual Berger lec- a pr
ison for the "starred" - those the camp was liberated in April of
ture Monday at Colby,
Jews whose skills or connections 1945.Polaksurvived becausehe was
Y Polak was only 10 months old were valued by the Nazis, Polak's "adopted as the mascot" of a Nazi
when
an insistent knocking at the.' , 0 uncle/ af Member of the U.S. mili- See POLAK, on pafife 5'
¦/
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Newberry campaignwasunable

to produce receipts for all of its
expenditures," making assess•
•
</<
\
f
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ment of the campaign's finan>
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The Student Government cial details impossible.
Association Election Com"When it all comes down to
> mission announced Sunday it it,it'sall about Oie fact that I put
would delay run-off elections 30 copies on my VendaCard/'
until Wednesday, two days Werlln said, defending his ac- 1f
i '-.; ^' W
after its scheduled date. The tions on Monday
delay came following a five- « The Commission would not '
day investigation by the Com- dominant on the specifics of the '
1 mission into the campaign investigation, or discuss its ac* tions of invitingGeoff Starr'00
^c^^
,
'
and Dave Normoyle '00 back
I, anjti William Newberry;/0ifc
ittip
0lli^l^io|i
bftfoly/<
ilb't he^ ^/ v ^'" ^ i \ , '.
f !t^iC
. W6kte;w}t)H Berlin a*$>n^'V Further allegations against
taded various businesees in Werlinhave come from Nicholtt invei tuition ,
las Ktorides '00, who claims J
i
According ,to thf campus'
, wide «-rnaltripm C6iilmlMIon Amendment rights.; Ktqrid^a
, memibefB^SlcchS '99,
' Kara ^autenittlrt, '99;, Sharon
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Sadoff wins Guggenheim Fellowsh i p

trip to Italy to help him include other winners are still working at
"Renaissance stuff in his poetry. Colby; Jan Hogendorn, Grossman
Asst. News Editor
Because of his family, Sadoff Professor of Economics, won it in
will not spend the whole year trav- 1987 and David Lubin, James M.
Ira Sadoff, Dana professor of po- eling, although he said that his Gillespie Professor of Art and
etry, was officiall y notified Monday nine-year-old stepson Casey American Studies, won it in 1989.
that he had won a Guggenheim FelSadoff was expecting to take a
lowship.The fellowship willallowhim
sabbatical leave this year,but due to
a rush of sabbaticals in the English
tosupporthimself andhis family while
concentrating on hispoetry.
department, he deferred it. Now, he
What
did
it,
I
think,
"What did it, I think, was the
will take the Guggenheim Fellowwas the publication ship next year and use his sabbatipublication of my new book, 'Grazcal the following year.
ing,'" said Sadoff.
of my new book,
"Til have two years to write (and
The book has been nominated
'Grazing.'
for the Pulitzer Prize, although acto) clear my office, which I'll need a
-Ira Sadoff
cording to Sadoff, "I won't get it,
lot of luck and (cardboard) cartons
but it was nominated anyway."
for " said Sadoff.
In those two years, Sadoff will
AccordingtoSadoff,the fellowship
will provide him with "moola! If s not "would read poetry if he could not continue working on a new book of
poems.Some from this collection will
as if if s a salary, but it does give me (have to) go to school."
The purpose of the fellowship be published in the American Poetry
enough... to take a year off."
According to their website, the is "to help provide Fellows with Review this spring. He is not expectGuggenheimFoundationawarded179 blocks of time in which they can ing to finish the book within the two
grants this year, with an average grant work with as much creative free- years, though.
"It usually takes me six or seven
of $33,866.There were2,785applicants. dom as possible," according to the
Sadoff will use his stipend "for webpage. It is given to advanced years (to write a book). I'll be all gray
living expenses"and "the occasional professionals in the fields of the by then," he said.
"It's been sweet/' said Sadoff.
trip to Italy." While he will remain natural sciences, social sciences,
"Whenyou
become a poet, you don't
in the Waterville area and work humanities, and creative arts.
do it to become famous... To havethat
mostly at home for the majority of
Sadoff is not Colby 's first prowork accepted feels very good."Q
the time, he is planning a research fessor to win the fellowship. Two

BY BETSY LOYD
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Adella Mikkelsen 99 was awarded a Thomas J. Watson Foundation
Fellowship to independently study abroad for ayear following graduation. She will travel to Taiwan, Singapore and China to explore
. "Notions of Fate and the Future in the Chinese Almanac." Mikkelsen
is one of 60 U.S. college seniors to win a $22,000 Watson Fellowship
this year.

Child Labor Week Forum at Colby

Colby willhost a forum April 20-23 for "Child Labor Week."On April
20 and 21, there will be showings of the film "Globalization and
Human Rights," with discussions including the filmmaker Robin
Romano. The documentary will be shown at 7:00 p.m. in Lovejoy 100.
Also on April 21, there will be a debate on free trade and child labor
with economist Jagdish Bhagwati and Pharis Harvey, director of the
International Labor Rights Fund. The debate will begin at 7:30 p.m. in
the Page Commons Room of Cotter Union. On April 23 there will be
an address given by Senator Tom Harkin, sponsor of legislation that
would curb child labor, at 4 p.m. in Lorimer Chapel.
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SGA Social Chair:
Amanda Carucci '00
Johnson-Chaplin Commons Leaders:
Kase Jubboori '01and Tony Frangie '01
Lovejoy Commons Leaders:
Jon Zadronzny '00 and Irish Akins '00
Class of 2000 Representatives:
Heather Dauer and Matt Todesca
Class of 2001 Representatives:
Whitney Dayton and Anne Cain
Averill :
Jeffrey Bears '02
Coburn:
Erin Wilkes '00
Dana:
Hillary Evans '01
Drummond:
Pedzisayi Makube '02

East Quad:

Betsy Loyd '01

Foss:
Jonathan Greene '02
Goddard-Hodgkins :
John Brownell '02
Heights:
Michael Bergan '02

POLAK, continued

f r o m page 1

Mikkelsen 'wins Watsoa Fellowship

officer who gave the cute blonde
toddler and his mother extra food
during their time there.
He was unquestionably one
ol the f ew children who made it
through the Holocaust alive. The
Nazis killed some five million
Jewish children from 1939 to
1945. Yet Polak can never forget
those whose lives ended before
they began.
"I am the agent for all the five
million children. I, by some
miracle, survived," he said.
The Holocaust continued to
haunt Polak throughout his life.
Even after he and his mother emigrated to Montreal in 1948, he
could not escape the fear of that
dreaded knocking at the door or
fill the vacuum within his
memory where the Holocaust
should have been ,
"I am forever a frightened
child with the Gestapo hammering at my soul," said Polak.
Yet Polak has g iven a voice to
the millions who did not survive,
and today ensures that the rest of
the world cannot forget what he
does not remember.Q
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Johnson:
Kristina Tabor '02
Leonard:
Katie Lazdowski '02
Marriner.
Jeff Kahn '01
Perkins-Wilson :
Avery Roth '02
Piper:
Bill Roberts '00

Taylor
Keith Morriss '02
Treworgy:
Katie Knepley '02
West Quad :

Kr
istin Moresi '01
*Results of run-offs are now
posted in the Cotter Union and
will be printed in next week's

Echo.
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OPENING MAY 1
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Upscale Resale & Multi- Dealer Mall

72 Elm St. Waterville
Next to Highlander Laundry

Exclusive candles, original gift items, artwork, antiques,
collectibles, Maine made gourmet food items, crafts,
handmade soap, select consignment clothing, & more
Grafters wanted • Consignments wanted

* Contact Lenses

• Fashion Eyewear

Please call 877-9808 for more info

POULIN <S ASSOCIATES EYECARE CENTER
166 Silver Street
Waterville, ME 04901
(207) 873-3500

William J. Henderson, O.D.
Charlene Keating, O.D.
Philip R. Poulin , O.D.

Present Colby ID for 10%
Complementary Colby
Student Discount
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Facult y expected to OK
Jewish studi es minor
in the diaspora , to help them
attain a working knowled ge of
Asst. News Editor
the Hebrew language. "
"Colb y needs thi s minor ,
The facult y was expected
and hopefully a maj or soon,
to approve a minor in J ewish just like it needs any new area
studies at its faculty meeting of stu dy centered arou nd an ethyesterday. Howard Lupovitch , nic, reli gious or racia l group
Pulver Famil y assistant profesother than the dominant. If sthe
sor of J ewishstudies and Colb y's next step in the right direction
first endowed chair in J ewish for Colby to make itself a more
studies , has spearheaded the diverse place ," said Cohen.
While Biblical Hebrew is
proposal.
"It' s filling a need in the currentl y offered at Colby,
College/' said Lupovitch. He Lupovitch is pushing for
Modern Hesaid that bebrew to be
tween 10 and 25
This
program
seeks
taug ht. He
students had
said there
alread y asked
to acquaint
are no conabout the prostudents
with
the
crete plans
gram before the
breadth
of
Jewish
yet,
thoug h.
faculty had apThe pro proved it 'The
culture
p o s a 1
bottom line is
strong ly enabouteiving stucouraged students to stud y Hedents what they want," he said
Lupovitch is hosting a brew either throug h the Biblical
Hebrew courses or by stud ying
meeting for those interested
minoring in J ewish studies at Modem Hebrew in Israel. Two
elective credits can be earned
4 p.m. in Miller 243.
"I was expecting, when I with these language courses.
Lupovitch hopes that , progot here , to establish a minor ,"
vided there is enough interest ,
said Lup ovitch.
'Trofessor Lu povitch has the minor could be expanded to
done an excellent job in jump- a major. "
"I would love to create a mastarting his program ," said Elias
Cohen '00, who created his own jor as well. But we would have to
offer Modern Hebrew in a seriJ ewish studies major.
The minor will be made up of ous way. If there were a major ,
Hebrew would be an important
seven courses. The core courses
are J ewish History I and II, and par t/' said Lupovitch.
Cohen; sai d, ''There sa
if ive other elective courses make "
up the rest. Thirteen elective plethera of job opportunities for
courses .are currentl y being of- those who want to pursue J ewf eredHb y the College in the his- ish studies as a profession , especially in the field of Holocaust
tory, government; English, and
studies , so I do not doubt its
reli gious studies departments.
According to the minor 's practicality. "
For the first time I am
proposal , "This program seeks
emersed
in stud y ing a subject
to acquaint students with the
breadth of J ewish culture , to that I can directl y apply to my
introduce them to life and cul- every day life. The way I unture in the modern State of derstand myself , my heritage ,
I srael, and, because Hebrew has spread to a new underhas been t he primary vehicle standing of others ," said
of J ewish expression in Isr ael and Cohen. Q

Where have all the preside nts gone?

BY BETSY LOYD

Hours
5:00 AM - 2:00 AM

Reasonable Rates
Senior Rates

ELM CITY CAB
Local & Long Distance
Tired of Waiting ~ "Cat! Us "

872-0101

{Pastries , bagtisjsanduntf ies,
j etty hems
MASTER VISA AMEX DISCOVER
103 Main St <WatmMk,Maine.207 872 8711
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Denny's in Augusta plows wet lands,gets fined

Denny's Restaurant off Civic Center Drive in Augusta was fined $1,700 for altering wetlands without
state approval . Realty Resources Hospitality, LLC, the company that owns the restaurant, received a permit
from the Department of Environmental Protection to alter 13,048 square feet of freshwater wetlands in
preparation for constructing the restaurant and parking lot. A department inspection on Dec. 21, however,
showed an additional 3,129 square feet of wetlands had been altered. The 24-hour restaurant opened for .
business earlier this year.

How many firefighters does it take to deliver a baby? Three.

Winslow firefightershelped deliver a bab y boy at a home seconds after arriving on the scene. Firefighter
Karl Roy said fch<i department got a call from a woman in labor at 9:27 a.m. He and firefighter JohnLacombe
arrived at thehome;two a^inutes later, and met firefighter Gary Frost, whoMd^urftved and told them the
baby 's he&d.Wm,crgwning. "I'm talking 30 seconds, and we'd-have missed ike birth/ '' Frost said in an
interview \Vith the Morning Sentinel. "There was no time to waste - it was an immediate thing." The three
firefighters/©lsoare emergency medical technicians.
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Brian Newman '01 (far right) , one of the 17 members of the Presidents ' Council who
attended last Thursday 's meeting, ponders issues with members of the Executive
Committee.
_
_
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Male activist sheds new light on issues of sexual violence
BY JACKIE OGUTHA
StaffWriter

Is rape a "woman's issue?" Jackson Katz is
challenging that idea. Katz is the leading antisexistmale activist whohas traveled around the
country speaking about men's roles in situations of sexualassault. He gavea lecture "More
than a Few Good Men"to a sizable audienceon
Wednesday eveningin Lorimer Chapel. Advocates for Sexual Assault Prevention (ASAP)
organized the lecture as part of Sexual Assault
Awareness Week.
In 1988 Katz formed "Real-Men," an antisexist men's organization based in Boston/ to
speak out against men's sexual violence towards women. Katz, who did his undergraduate studies at the University of MassachusettsAmherst, was the first man at the institution to
minor in women's studies. "I have a big problem calling sexual violence issues women's issues,"he said,"it gives men an excuse not to pay
attention."
Katz spoke at length about how society no
longer views sexual violence as a pressing concern. "We've been so desensitized to the levels
of violence and so "we think 'that's too bad' and
moveontothenextthing." He addedthatitwas
time to "move away from rhetoriclike 'gender
wars'" because such terms are "outdated and
simplistic." He pointed out that because our
lives are so interwoven, every issue that affects
women affects men as well.
Katz gottheaudience involvedin thelecture
when he asked both male and female students

tomentiontheprecautions they
took to ensure their safety before venturing outdoors. The
chalkboard set up atthefront of
the chapel, which was divided
into two portions, filled up
quickly, but only under the female section. The male portion
of theboard remainedempty.It
was clear from the exercise that
women are more concerned
about their safety, and in Katz's
opinion, this concern is evident
in how men and women relate
to eachother. "Think about how
girls arebeing raised to be fearful of men, what a barrier to,
intimacy and an example of fundamental inequality." According
to Katz, it is for these reasons and
numerousothersthatmenshould
speak out on issues of sexual violence against women He noted,
however, that men are also victims of sexual assault, saying
. Echo photo by Alison Rainey
that one in seven men are vic- Jackson Katz addresses issues of sexual violence.
tims by the age of eighteen.
In addition to having published several ar- 'girls got pregnanf shifts the focus from the
ticles on sexual violence issues, Katz has ap- male perpetrator to the female victim," said
peared on several radio and television pro- Katz. He explained that usingthe passive voice
grams. While acknowledging that the media is does not address the dominant group or the
a usefultool for creating awareness,he warned active agent in the violent act, and yet this
that the language used to address sexual vio- information is crucial if wei are to address the
lence plays a key role in propagatingpeople's problems and find solutions. "There's a differnonchalant attitudes on this issue. "Using the ence between being anti-male and advocating
passivevoice, saying 'women were raped'and male accountability," said Katz, adding that

holding men accountable "is a more accurate
and honest approach to the problem." .
In 1993 Katz co-created the Mentors in
ViolencePrevention{MVP) program at Northeastern University's Center for the Study of
Sports in Society. This program enlists high
school, collegiate and professional athletes in
the fight against all forms of mien's violence
against women. During the lecture, Katz focused on leadership and a mentor system for.
boys and men as a possible startingpoint in the
search for practical solutions. "If a climate
develops among men whereby the abuse of
women is seen as socially unacceptable, we
will see the rates of sexual violence go down
precipitously over time."He said that because
the ideology of male power and control is
learned from one's culture, it can be reversed
once men rise above "policing mechanisms"
likehomophobiaandpeerpressurewhichkeep
them silent.
Katz applauded women's movements
whichoffersuppoittosurvivorsofsexualviolence,
andsaidhewashopefulthatthingswouldcontinue
to change for the better. He urged students to
dispense of the "none of my business"attitude
because abuseremainsabusewhetherittakesplaoe
behind closed doorsor out in public.
"Being silent in the face of injustice is being
compliant to the injustice," said Katz, and he
challenged those present, especially male students, to staitthinkingdifferently aboutissues
of sexual violence,and to take an active stand
to confront them. "Do what you have to do so
you can look at yourself in the mirror and be
proud of what you see."Q
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The Third annu al Colby Cares Day is Sunday, April 25, 1999

Students , facu lty and staff should look for sign -ups the week of the 19th in Cotter Union , or
call Sarah or Annie at x 3442
National and Colbv Volunteer Week will include the followin g events:

ssmiMonday Apri l 19- JAR WARS TO RAISE MONEY FOR LOCAL CHARITI ES-^™
Tuesday Apri l 20- DRAW A HAND IN SUPPORT OF VOLUNTEERISM us ™™
—ss-ssk
3BS5SB35BBBBBB5SuMMmM ^ ii ^^

Wednesday April 21- 'THE SPIRIT OF VOLU NTEER ISM" — i^— »
—— ¦

- ——-—

A guest speaker fro m the Maine Volunteer Connection will be talking about the importa nce of volu nteering
and volun teering opportunities beyond Colby. 12:00 PM in the Pugh Center with refreshments
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An open house fro m 11:00 - 3:00 PM in the Pugh Center. Receive information on service organizations such a
Americ preiJustActs / National Service Organization and many More ! Refresh ments will be served!
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Do not let Colb y 's housin g options co nfine you

Pizza and with the plethora of dinDirector of Security Peter on thethree-mile-loop or even down
Even betteiVy ihese properties ihgf options in downtown Chenevert said that there were no the hill from the Cotterresidence.
¦
Outdoor enthusiasts will take
enjoy great proximity to¦,'the Waterville, the subject of kitchen rules against parking trailers at
Waterville Fire Department, so facilities almost seems irrelevant. Colby. Unfortunately Chenevert heart in knowing that there are curAfter attending Colby for nearly whileyurts Kaye been deemed a fire Those who frequently shower in "could not guarantee the safety of a rently no rules at Colby prohibiting
two years, the disadvantages of hazard by Dean Smith, the College the fitness-center would not miss student living in a trailer in the camping or tenting on the Colby
dorm life have become increasingly would be hard pressed y campus. As Colby curapparent. Loud neighbors, institu- to see store-front proprently holds a relaxed
tional food, and cramped living erties on Main Street as
stance on outdoor
space are all considerable annoy- potential fire traps.
housing, attractive
ances. It is with these gripes in mind
Thestorefrontonl55
camping spots on
that I began to explore alternative Main Street contains
Colby campus include
Miller Lawn and the
living arrangements for Colby stu- nine thousand squarefootball field. From
dents,at Colby and in the surround- feet of room and is availany of these choice
ing Waterville area.
,000
for
a
ablefor just$20
spots, Colby students
My firstthoughtwastoexplore the nine-monthperiod (one
would have the freepossibilityoferectingayurtonRunnals academicyearatColby).
dom
to decide where
Hill. Unfortunately ,I was not the first Unfortunately, no stuthey want to live and
person tohavecomeup with this idea: dent discount is curwhen they want to live
Accordingto Dean of the CollegeEarl rently available for
there. Who is to say
H. Smith, in the ]ate 1980s two Colby would-be renters of
that a Colby tenter
students had exerdsed their right to these properties; howcould not sleep on
live alternatively, and constructed an ever, the lease rates are
AveriU lawn one night
authentic yurt on Runnals Hill, com- negotiable.
and then on one of the
When it is considplete with an animal-hide tarp and a
tennis courts the next?
wooden frame. Tragically the yurc ered that the average
The
possibilities are
burned downand the College quickly double at Colby conpractically limitless.
placed a ban on all forms of yurt tains 142 feet of living
living.
room, and that a Colby
Echo photo by J ennie Record However, J.T. Horn of
the Appalachian Trail
With yurting being out of the studentpaid $6,320for This trailer may be morespacious than a closet single in Foss.
Conference cautions
question, I turned my attention to room-and-board durfinding an attractive housing op- ing the 1998 / 1999 academic year, the lack of showers in their spa- Foss-Woodman lot," how ever he students not to pursue this housing
tion for students wishing to escape storefront housing comes across as cious storefronts, so perhaps this assured me that "(Security) would option unless they are "extremely
the rural setting of Colby campus. a particularly attractive option. housing option makes the most do the best that we could to pro- knowledgeable and experienced
with outdoor living. Under no cirAspiringiirbahiteslookingformore With over 8,500 more square-feet sense for Colby athletes.
vide security for the trailer."
More budget consciousstudents
Director of Safety Bruce cumstances would I recommend
cosmopolitan living arrangements of living room than the average
than those available on Mayflower Colby double, these Main Street may wish to explore the option of McDougal was more concerned that a student attempt living in a
Hill need look no further than the properties promise to accommo- living in a trailer at Colby; choice with sanitary aspects of trailer life. tent on campus during the months
trailer parking spots would be
"Waste issues .oould be problem- between November and April."The
possibility of leasing a
the Foss-Woodman parking atic,youcouldn'tverywelldumpyour message:outdoor living at Colby is
storefront in downtown
lot and the space of road adja- by-products out in the lot/' he said. not for everyone.
Waterville. Contacting a
In the late 1980s, two
What I have learned from incent to President Cotter's
Discouraged but not defeated , I
local realty organization,I
students constructed a yurt
house. The advantages of contacted the Code-Enforcement vestigating options for alternative
learned that storefront
on Runnals Hill.
trailer life are numerous: be- branch of the Waterville City Hall. housing plans at Colby is that no
property in downtown
sides themore than$6,000 that Here a City Hall representativetold student should feel confined to the
Waterville is tooth conve,,and
,?
j sayeonroont^-andf me that I could park p a y "trailer harrow choices tor housing with
youwotild
niendy4ocatejd
sur>r
^
prisingly affordable. I looked attwo date even the most lavish college board,trailers are surprisingly spa- wherever I liked on public prop- which the College provides us.
cious and offer greater mobility erty so long as the slab where it was Whether you are a trendy, j et-setproperties, 155and 165Main Street. living arrangements.
On the downside,thetwo store- than any other housing possibili- located was frost protected and the ter seeking to live in a lively neighWithin easy walking distance of
borhoo d, or a mellow lover of the
both Dave and Norm's NightClub front properties that I looked at ties at Colby (try loading up your oil tank was well hidden.
Colby students choosing to live in out doors,Colby,and its surroundand the Spotted Dog Tavern, these contained no plumbing or kitchen dorm room with friends and headt
ra
i
l
ersm aywant tos ituatethemselves ing env irons , has the perfect housdown
to
Portland
for
a
facilities.
But,
w
it
h
t
h
e
grea
t
hours
ing
properties are in a neighborhood
on a frost-protected slab somewhere ing option for you.Q
filled with local color, perfect for at the nearby Waterville House oi Strangef oik show).

hip, y oung, college students.

BY PATRICK J, BEENAL
Staff Wr
iter
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Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by
the things that you didn't do than by the ones you did do.
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May be the problems Weren 't all with the candidates

This year's Student Government Association elections have
been an interesting,thought provoking, and at times, disturbing
experience. Although the winner of the heated and controversial
presidential campaign has already been declared, questions remain and tensions are still high. One question pertains to the
ruling issued by the Election Commission thai postponed the
election from Monday to Wednesday. The members, who are
connected with student government,were asked to investigate the
expenditures of the Werlin-Newberry presidential campaign to
ensure that the ticket had not exceeded the $200 limit allotted to
SGA election , candidates: A detailed investigation spanned five
days and included many inquiries into the costs of campaign
materials. Last Sunday, all students were e-mailed a statement
from this Commission. In this e-mail,the Commission declared it
found that the Werlin-Newberry campaign was unable to pro duce
receipts for all of its expenditures and there was no way to determine whether or not Werlin and Newberry had exceeded the $200
limit. The Commission could not account for all of the money
spent and described its inquiry as "frustrated by the reticence of
the Werlin-Newberry campaign to provide full and complete
details of their expenditures and factors which may have allowed
them to obtain materials at a cost below that which could have
been reasonably obtained by their competitors/7 The Commission
therefore ruled that since it was impossible "to come to a full
understanding of the details of the Werlin-Newberry campaign
expenditures/' it did not feel that it could remove the candidates
from the ballot We do not dispute the fact that the Election
Commission put many hours and days of hard work into this
decision;we just have difficulty understanding its ruling. It would
seem that if the Commission could not be absolutely sure that the
Werlin-Newberry campaign did not go over budget, they would
have removed them from the race. If they had ample reasoning to
allow them to continue campaigning, the two extra days they
allotted for the student body to ponder the issue would have been
a perfect time to clarify the issue. Rather than two days filled with
bashing and unconfirmed rumors, this time could have been used
for real dialogue and clarification. All findings, including the
candidates' expenditures, should have been made public to the
student body. If the findings regarding the Werlin-Newberry
ticket were unclear enough to cause the Election Commission to
invite the Starr-Normoyle campaign back in the race,students are
inevitably going to question the merits of this decision. The
Election Commission worked long and hard on their investigation
to do what is best for the Colby community, so it should have
shared its results with us and backed up its decision with a more
concrete explanation. An ambiguous campus wide e-mail just did
not suffice.

Absence of presidents should not become a trend
Sincefourhall pr esidentswa lkedou t of a Pr esidents'Councilmeeting
a month ago,othershave followed their lead... or simply chosen to not
show up at all. LastThursday,only 17of tlie elected leaderswerepresent
at the meeting. Because SGA Constitutional rules require two-thirds
attendance in order for issues to be put to a vote,a quorum could not be
reached and no issue could be voted on. Instead, a two-and-a-half-hour
meeting ensued, which included discussion of some of the most vital
mattersto the Colby community.On the table were issues regardingthe
restructuringof the Commonssystem,constitutional consolidation, the
diversity requirement , the functionality of the 4r7 p.m. "zone" and the
structureof the Student Programming Board. Absent presidents, your
constituen ts missed out last Thursday because you did not inform
yourself about these issues by attending the meeting While some dedicate d presidents fulfilled the duties of the office and respected the
purpose of the Council,their time was virtually wasted by the presidents
who did not attend, Everyonehas busy lives,but a commitmentmade to
the Colby stude nt body wasnot fulfilled by everyone,making the dutie s
of those who did reserve the time impossible to complete.

The Colby Echo

f ounded in 1877
RENEE LAJEUNESSE, Editor-in-Chief
AMY MONTEMERLO, Managing Ed itor
MATTAVVZZO,News Editor
DANIEL MORRIS, Ad Design
BECKY POLLARD, Sports Editor :
GARETH OSBORN, layout Editor
EZRA DYHR, Opinions Editor
JULIA DREES, Asst. layout Editor
UBUSSAGmm/Featuree Editor
BETSY LOYD, Asst.News Editor
OLIVER GIUSWOLD, A & E Ed itor
BECKY SCHECHTER, Asst. Sports Editor
KOL HARVEY, Business and Advertising * MAX SADLER , Copy Editor
KIM VICTOR, layout Asst.
JENNY O'DONNELL, Moto Ed itor
JENNIE mCORD,:Pho lQ Editor
MARION MATTHEWS, Ad Represent at ive
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THE ECHO encourages letters from its Readers, especially those within the immediate
community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a current issue or
topic at Colby/Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week,
Letters should be typed and must be signed and include an address or phono number. If
possible, please also submit letters on a 3.5 Inch Macintosh diskin Microsoft Word format.
You may also submit letters via e-mail to "ccho®colby.edu",
THE ECHO reserves the right to edit all submissions.
The Editorials, above, are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in
Individual columns) advertising and features are those of the author, not the ECHO .
THE ECHO will make every effort possible to prevent inaccuracy, but will notbe held
¦
responsible for errors in advertisements or articles. v<\. ¦ -,,f : >i' yv
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call (207) 872-3786,
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SGA toils in the face of little praise

As a four-year member of the
Student Government Association, I
feel the need to respond to a number of letters written in the past few
weeks,particularly those writtenby
Jeff Calereso ('01) and Patrick
Swillinger ('02), concerning the duty
and effectiveness of this group. I
initially did not want this letter to
have a negative tone,but as a senior
with only a few weeks left in my
Colby career,Idetidedthatlshould
take advantage of this fact and respond bluntly to the opinions of
some of the students on our campus. In the March 18 issue of the
Echo, Mr. Calereso insulted the attempts of the Student Government
Association to bring musical acts to
Colby. Rather than ask why there
are some limitations to what bands
play at Colby, he expressed a number of uninformed and incorrect
opinions. Location and financial
limitations are only a small part of
the equation; venue size and the
lack of an auditorium, along with
the size of the local population
are more important. The bud get
I receive to book bands is significantly greater than most of our fellow NESCAC schools, and we have
a much better history of bringing
bands to Colby in comparison to
Bates and Bowdoin. Mr. Calereso's
comment that SGA should get someone more in touch with the music
scene and who is more committed
to putting on a good show was a
direct insult to myself and everyone
else who spent 20 hours in the gym
for the Black Crowes. I will not comment about the weeks of planning
leading up to the show. The same

can be said for the previous three
concerts this year, and the two others we have ahead of us. He should
thank the people who are actually
trying to do something for this school.
I would also like to respond to
Mr. Swillinger's letter in the April 8
issue of the Echo. It is the responsibility of each student to make their
own informed decision about the

He should thank the
people who are

actuall y try ing to do
somethin g.

candidates running for SGA positions. It might be difficult with the
saturation of this campus with
8x11 posters, but that is what
campaigns are like. Are you going to use this complaint as an
adult and choose not to vote?
That would be childish. If you
decide you do not know enough
about a candidate to vote for
them, the n I applaud your decision, but please do not ever
say that it does not matter. The
members of SGA are the people
who spend hours in the office
trying to push through the things
that people like your self complain about every night in Dana
but easily forget. They are the
ones who have to face the liquor
inspector wrten freshmen get
caught drinking. They are the
ones who have to face the Dean
of Students Office when students

destroy their dorms. They are the
ones who have to face the Trustees
when Channel 5 News talks about
out of control drinking on our campus. I havewatchedstudents in SGA
this year work on the OneCard system, the open container fine,guest
passes and the radio station. Members of this years SGA have in the
past brought you such things as
expanded library hours, the
Marchese pub, recycled paper on
campus, an inter-college forum on
the NCAA issue, soap in the bathrooms and countless concerts and
lectures. Some of these things may
seem trivial, but they should mean
something to someone complaining about toilet paper. SGA silently
has a hand in many of the organizations and events that you enj oy on
this campus. The comments "SGA
doesn't effect us" or th at "SGA
hasn't done anything this year" has
been said every year that I have
been here, but that still does not
mean that I do not find them offensive. Colby has one of the most powerful and active Student Government bodies out of the whole
NESCAC, and possibly New England. I think I express the opinion
of each Dorm President, each SPB
representative, each Commons
Leader, each member of the Executive Board and every person who
has sacrificed their own free time
and often their academic success in
the face of constant criticism, in expressing my sorrow that Mr.
Swillinger is of the opinion thatSGA
does not do anything.
Jesse Dole '99, SGA Social Chair

Recyc le! Recyc le!
The Colby recycling program
has been upgraded and enhanced
this spring thanks to the efforts
of student recyclers, members of
PPD's recycling committee and
the Environmental Coalition.
Several improvements have
taken place with the program,
the most important being the initiation of weekly meetings designed to discuss and improve
Colby's recycling. These meetings,
open to all interested students and
facul ty, are held biweekly on Fridays at PPD. Call x4962 for times.
A nother impr ovemen t hasbeen
the introduction of cardboard recycl ing in the di ning halls. During the fall of 1998, the Environmen tal Coalition began a missi on to recycl e th e large amoun t
of corruga t ed packag ing generate d each week a t campus d ining
halls. Since then, PPD has built
new bins for the cardboard , and
Joe Klauss of pining Services has
begun a food-packaging recycling program. Since January,
over 30 cubic yards of cardboard
that would be otherwise landfillbound has been collected each

week from Bob's, Dana and the
Spa. This spring we are working
with Dining Services to begin recycling plastic and tin.
Colby 's recycling program has
also begun a plastic detergent bottle
campaign. Plastics of type 1or 2 can
now be recycled in sweet new bins
designed by PPD 's Pam Dudley.

Paper recyclin g in
many do rms is fairl y
minim al.
These bins , constructed from recycled cardboard boxes,will be soon
found in the laundry rooms of all

dorms across campus.
Despite the progress that
Colby has made with its recycl i ng prog ram , there are still
some areas that need improvement. Paper recycling in many
dorms is fairly minimal. A large
part of this problem is due to
students who contaminate bins
with unwanted items such as
app le cores ,beer cans; coffee cups

To the Colb y Communit y,

We the undersigned are writing
in response to the recent selection of
two Colb y studen t represen tatives
on the Presidential Selection Committee, ynderstandin g that thte
role of a presid e
and up hold the interests of all
constituents :v> of J the ;(cpltege amir
mii^r ^wtefreel ^

and the occasional spent condom.
Another problem area has been
the field house. A combination of
poor cooperation by staff in the field
house, aswellas problems with custodians throw ing recydables into the
garbage has resulted in essentially
no recycl ing taking place.
In or der to resolve is sues such
as these, an d cont inue to ensure
a n effecti ve recycl ing opera tio n
d ur ing the upcom ing summer
mon t hs, we are look ing for a
motivated student to become a
summer recycl ing progr am , coordinator. This position will be
responsible for collecting recyclable materials on campus, researching w ays to improve t he
program and working on promot ing Colby's recycling program. This will be a full tjme
position at $6.00 an hour, 40
hours a week during the summer.
For more information on this position , or for any recycling questions,
contact the Environmental Coalition at x4962, or Keith Stockford,
PPD recycling coordinator at 3413.
Chaz Langelier 'OO

committee itself should re fleet these fied students of color nor are they
different constituencies. We are aware of the issues and concerns of
therefor e deeply disappo inted with such students.
the lack of democra tic procedure
involved in the selection of the two
student represe ntatives on the ,
Kyle P. Pptter '99
search committee and, fuVtheririore , ;^V 7Coy 'baUey "mV 7 ' ' 7^; f: ,'
^;
feel politically disenfr anchised by
t plus 4&;«thei^n<te r ^
the fact that neither are self-identi- and studen t s

What 's this shavin g
business?

AsaUtflegM,Ithoughtnothingofmy
hairy legs.I lovedthem. In sixth grade my
girl friends started shaving their legs, becauseit was cool to have smooth, grown
up legs: My mom told menot to start yet,
to enjoy not shaving for a while longer
because^onceyoustan Vyoucan
'tgobadc "
She wasright I started shavingthat very
night and soon found that I washaving
trouble not shaving, like I was caught in
this annoying trap .
In tmth,itwaslazinesstha t started my
endto shaving.Ififssuchapaininthebutt
toshave,whybother?ThenIreadCaroI yn
Madder 's piece in Ophira Edufs Adios,
Barbie , a compilation of the stories, of
young women writers. In her piece entitled "Memoirs of a (sorta ) ex-shaver,"
Madder tells us the story of how she
realized thepleasureinthefreed omofnot
shaving: "besides the strength I derive
from rebelling against yet another implidtbodypressure,hairfeels good..Who
could have ever imagined the erotic potential in ridingabike or swimming with
hairy legs?" I realized, after reading her
piece,exactly how much 1enjoy not shaving. Less time spent in the shower means
moretimeto enjoy life,and also lesswater
and resources sent to sewage. As part of
the serialization process, boys and girls
are taught to shave their "excess" body
hair. While both men and women are
taught that smooth is more desirable,it is
more accepted socially for men to grow
stubbleorbeardsthanitisforawomanto
bare hairy legs and armpits , When a
woman raises her arm to reveal an unshorn armpit,it issurprising to many and
disgusting to some. Why should people
be repelled by body hair whenit is naturally a part of our physiologicalbeing?
So yes/Eamtheperson !behindthe §"e
mysterious posters about your personal bathroom rituals. I challenge the
Colby community, women and men,
to resist the pressure to shave - free
yourself,your body hair. Feelhow great
the wind and water feels as it runs
through your naturall y and . comfortably hairy body parts. Even if you
choose not to bear the hair , use this
opportunity to be aware of and try to
resist the discrimination against "excessively" hairy parts. I give you the
opportunity to be free from all of the
burdens of shaving for the month of
April. Enjoy it, accept it, revel in it,
promote Shaving Awareness.
Pamela Foxley '01

Abe rColb y and Snitch : An Ep iphany
BY OLIVER GRISWOLD
A&E Editor

I have a new theory. It is sort of a conspiracy theory I concocted the other day in
class, as an alternative to watching Maine
gear up for its annual winter-to-spring-in-aweek explosion outside the bars of my cell. .
. I mean the classroom window.
I was just beginning to drool and moan
something about freedom when I "had a
revelation/'' as we in the opinions business
like to call "complete thoughts." I saw this
girl crossing the quad in front of Miller. Just
as I noticed this young woman, Professor
asked a question of the entire class.
Normally, as a someone who likes to hear
himself speak, I would have waited the
obligatory 5.6 seconds to make sure that the
glassy-eyed, feet-shuffling, comatose mass of
humanity around me had not a damn thing to
say, as usual, before dearing my throat and
spouting off fantastic nonsense just to fill that
awful screaming void.
Notthistime.Mybreath caught in thedepths
of my throat,my head whipped backtoward the
window, and an epiphany of Stephen Dedaluslike proportions washed over me like a bucket
full of spoiled I Can't Believe If s Not Butter
Spray. The words on the shirt of the woman
outside,evenfrom acrossthequad,couldbe read
plainly. It said "Abercrombie & Fitch."Then my
eyes, acting of their own volition (for in epiphaniesonehaslittle muscle control),sneaked a look

back at the dass, where the professor was engaged in answering her/hisown question. Sure
enough, on many artides of dothing, glaring at
me from all sides like a bunch of dads on prom
night, was the Abercrombie name, logo, abbreviation,graphic,notebook,lunchbox,and Happy
Meal. THERE! Under a blond rich girl's tailored
suit jacket'THERE! On a pseudo-hippie! OVER
THERE! Embracing an athlete's head above a
tightiy-ctdedhatbrim!

A Colby education is
nothin g but commerce
The first part of my revelation, I have to

admit, was superfidal and false. For a shining
moment, the optimist in me assumed that the

appearance of somuchFitch (along with cousins
Crew and Bean) on so many different people
meant that a new dawn of unity wasbrightening
our fair (though predominantly fair-skinned)
campus.
Nope. My real catharsis flooded in seconds later. It went a little sump'n like this:
The silence that is currently filling classrooms from Lovejoy to Miller to Mudd has
been BOUGHT, ladies and gentlemen. Oh,
don't even pretend you don't know what
I'm talking aboutl I know you met with
those reps from Uberpreppy arid Bitch. I
know they bought your class participation
in return for generic-though-comfortable dothing with their name on it. I now realize that the

silence that has come to characterize a Colby
educationis nothingbutcommerce.Generation
X has a stereotypeto conform to,and it isbeing
proved all over Mayflower Hill: "Don't speak..
.match!"Abersucky has a stake in perpetrating
this stereotype. They rake it in because we love
tneirhedonistic,homoerotic,whitebreadworld
where intellect and idealism need not apply.
Well, this is a wake-up call. Many of you
may not have realized this,but some of you are
walking billboards. I can almost guarantee
thatif you tear upthe contradyou signedwith
those Abercrombie Culture Thugs, and then
tear the brand name off your back, you will
begin to feel better immediately. The light will
seep back into youreyes.Your head will raise,
and then your hand. When called on,you will
almost shout thewords thatyouhavewantedto
, it says right
say for so long: "Professor ;
here, 'It is dear that, within certain limits, human beingshave no fixed,inherited nature. We
become human only in human sotiety."' Your
teacher will beam at you and say, "Well, that
may be a tad too general, but THANK YOU
FOR SPEAKING UP!"
NOTE: If you think I have a superiority
complex, you are probably right. But I don't
advertise for anybody except myself, and I offer
my opinion in dass. If I have pissed you off
becauseyou areawalkingsymbol of conformist
apathy, embarrassed that I have pointed out
your culpability on this issue, write me a letter,
or write to the Echo. If I don't receive feedback,
I will continue to feel irritatingly good abou'
rnyself.Q

If Mayflowe r Hill needs anythin g, it isn 't the police
BY EZR A-DYER
Opinions Editor

There are certain campus fixtures thathave
become icons of our'school. The mule statue,
the library tower, Johnson Pond; all of these
shout "Colby College."Well,I think it'sabout
time we add another enduring Colby image
to the coffee mugs down at the bookstore.No,
I'm not talking about the North Face logo,I'm
thinking of something flashier - flashy like a
set of blue strobe lights. I'm not sure how it
would look on a coffee cup, but I think that
the next symbol of Colby College is going to
be three police cars sitting down in the f ield
house parking lot.
I'm no expert on crime, but it looks to me
like all criminal activity in the field house
parking lot has been eradicated. I can still
remember the bad old day s, though, before

the Waterville Police Department stepped up
their patrols. Field house looked more like a
crack house. Gangbangers used to hang out
down there, doing drive-bys and smoking

The good news for
criminals is that there
are no more police in
Waterville.
the "chronic" (that's a little street lingo I
learned on my way into the gym one day.) I
didn't like to come to a complete stop at the
corner because all the prostitutes would try to
get in my car, not to mention the guys trying

to clean my, windshield with a dirty rag. It
was a rough part of town, down there by the
field house. Sometimes people even parked
their cars faring against traffic.
Thankfully, those days are gone. Even
when there's no obvious police presence, I
feel safe knowing that they're there, hiding in
the woods. The other night I was approaching the yield sign by the top of the hill and my
radar detector went into its "nuclear meltdown" mode, signaling that a radar gun had
suddenly been turned on in close proximity.
There being no traffic, I stopped at the yield
sign and peered down into the parking lot,
where I'd seen the cops clustered over the
past week. There was nothing there, but the
detector continued to chirp and warble away
frantically. I was beginning to suspect an
approaching spaceship when I noticed the
glint of moonlight on chrome across the road
See THE FUZZ, cont 'd on p g.9

Way to find the closet single of
your dreams revealed
BY JEFF CALARESO
Staf f Writer

:

Room draw is a joke. The lottery
number system is completely corrupt. Unless your parents are trustees or you wine and dine Dean
Johnston, you'll end up in a closet
single out behind the senior apartments in a room so small that you'll
watch "The Shawshank Redemption"and becomejealous of the luxurious living space in prison.
This,however, is a bunch of lies.
And yet this same bunch of lies
seems to be reborn each spring like
leaves on trees. Why do rumors of
conspiracies and manipulation
within ihe Office of the Dean of
Students breed likerabbits? Because
you want to believe them. That's
right, Mr. or Ms. Dylan Colby (formerly 'Joe') likes to believe he or she
can 't win the battle for a sweet room
next year. I think this is a shame. If
you takean honest look around you,
all the dorms on this campus are
nice. If you've visited different
schools,you know we don't have it
that bad. So Hillside is way-the-hell
out there; and Woodman feels like a
different time zone than frat row. I
think people forget how small this
campus actually is.There are schools
in this country where the administration needs to provide busing to
get students between classes becausethe buildings are so far away,
sometimes in completely different
towns. There are schools where the
students are automatically assigned
rooms, and they just deal with it.
And then there's Colby with our
prominent Dean of Housing Paul
Johnston. I sat down last week with
Johnston to discuss some of the rumors circulating about the room
draw process. So, the following information comes from him, not just
another biased, semi-paranoid student.
Lottery Numbers - There are
numerous stories of favoritism
among lottery number distribution.
There seems to be this belief that if

you have problems this year with
your room or roommate, and you
spend a good deal of your time complaining to Dean Johnston, that
you'll 'coinddentally' end up with
a prime lottery number. Johnston,
as you might expect, completely
refutes this idea. He explained to
me the entire process of assigning
numbers via random computer distribution, but in retrospect that
wasn't necessary. If you just think

Believing the number

system is corrupt is
like bel ieving in God.
about, you can see how preposterous this is. Believing the number
system is corrupt is like believing in
God - it serves to explain the seemingly inexplicable in a manner that
can'tbe easily refutedbecauseithas
no basis in hard facts.
Where the Good Rooms Go - If
you've been to room draw before,
then you've seen all thosebigrooms
in good spots already crossed off,
even if you're the number one pick.
So, what gives? Well, your local
H.R., dorm president, SGA representative or some friends of theirs
probably took those. Last year 123
people were assigned rooms before
the first room draw because they
fellintooneof those categories.More
than 50 of these were 'pull-ins'.
When an H.R. picks a room, he or
she has the option of giving a friend
the room across the hall (Johnston
said preferably a one-room double,
the least desirable room on campus). Dorm presidents and SGA
presidents,vice presidents and commons leaders get to fill out the room
they pick with friends. A senior
president can choose a quad with a
bathroom , a triple, a doub le or a
single; a junior can pick a triple, a
double , etc. and soon. Last year this

Marc h for Human Rights!!

THEFUZZ, continued f r ompage 7

led to 27 people being 'pulled-in'by
dorm presidents -that's 6 more
people than there are dorms.Naturally, this is where the sweet rooms
disappear.
Quotas Often a point of frustration,quotas are designed to balance
the dorms between the sexes and
classes. Individual rooms are designated male or female (and rooms
are generally switched each year)..
Then, dorms are assigned quotas
per class. Ideally, the dorms are individually representative of the statistics on the campus as-a whole.
This is an area where many colleges
differ, but I feel this is the only, way
to avoid dorms being elitist by class;
this campus is already elitist in
enough ways.
Living in Lounges - Ah, the
dream of every sophomore. Here's
the reason students get stuck in
lounges, and will continue to do so
indefinitely: if there are 1750 beds
on this campus,says Dean Johnston,
then there will be 1750 students living on this campus. For every quad
with 3 people, or triple with just 2,
somebody gets put in a lounge. In
an ideal world, the numbers balance themselves out, but anybody
who's ever lived with anybody
knows, you can't expect that many
people to live together. Especially
not with peoplewho are accustomed
to occupying the east wing of their
parents'estateonthecoast ButDean
Johnston strongly advocates oncampus living as the best environment for students,and with thenew
senior apartment complex, the goal
of 100% on-campus appears within
reach.
Is it fair? It's more fair than most
things in life. Could the system be
improved? Sure,so could every system. But this system isn't as terrible
as it's often made out to be. And if
you havecomplaints or suggestions,
Dean Johnston is always willing to
talk to you. Don't assume he won 't
listen or he won't let you make some
comp licated switch of rooms. It's in
his interest to make as many students happy as he can. So relax. ?

Specializingin Collision Repairs ofAU ^B
gjj |
Vehicles, Foreign and Domestic

2:30 p.m. on Friday, April 23

J oin students in a march from
the Student Center to the Chape l
to raise awareness for human
righ ts issues. After the marc h,
st ay t o see Sena tor Tom Harkin
(D-I6wa) receive an Honorary
Degree from the Oak Institute
for the Study of In ternational
Human Rights at Colby College. Email mrfoley @colby.ed u
f or more inf ormation.
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and it was all I could do to
make it back to campus before
she shot out my tires. But make
it back to campus I did, and
she was instantly deterred
from her murderous intentions
by the flashing blue lights all
over the place. As for myself, I
wasn't so smart, and I failed to
use my indicator as I pulled
into the Foss lot. Within seconds I was surrounded by the
entire Waterville Police Department. I got a warning,
I realize that Security let off
a drunk driver, and that's bad,
but Colb y is now getting
waaaay more than its share of
attention from the boys in blue.
Certainly some increased patrols are warranted in the wake
of that incident, hut the message here is not "we want to
help you to have a safer campus," it' s "we're mad at you so
we're going to harass you/' I
guess it's a good thing that the
crime level in Waterville is low
enough that so much manpower can be devoted to pulling people over for rolling
through stop signs and speeding, but enough is enough. We
get the picture. Even if there
were only as many cops driving through campus as there
are anywhere else in
Waterville, I think that that
would he enough to deter
people from drunk driving
around campus (or speeding,
or rolling through stop signs,
or picking their noses and flicking it out the window.) In the
words of the great Rodney
K ing, can't we all just oil our
Jeri-Curls? No, wait, that's not
it. Let me try again. Waterville
PD: can 't we all just get
along ?Q
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by the baseball field. Sure
enough, there was one of
Waterville's finest, pul led w ay
back of f the road with no lights
on. I continued on my way,
feeling extra-legal for having
come to a cornplete stop at a
^
yield sign. My detector began
to quiet down, and I made it
all the way to Olin before it again
did everything but leap off its
suction-cups and press the brake
pedal. There was another cop,
this time driving toward me.
Campus was definitely covered.
I've also seen countless people
pulled over, mostly in front of
Mary Low and Foss, and sometimes even in the Foss parking
lot. My roommategot pulled over
behind Foss, directly in front of
the Cotters' driveway. With the
constant blue lights and sirens,
the people living in Mary Low
commons are probably starting
to wonder whether they go to
Colby College or Compton College.
The good news for criminals is that there are no more
police in Waterville. Yesterday
I drove through campus at 25
miles-per-hour, obeying all
applicable traffic laws. As soon
as I got off Mayflower Hill,
however, I took it up to 110
down Eustis parkway with
complete impunity. I think I
might have swiped one or three
parked cars, but it's hard to
remember little details after
that many prescription medication cocktails. Then I tried to
rob a liquor store, but it was
alread y being robbed. Since I
still needed some money to bet
on the cockfight being staged
down behind Spank y 's, I
mugged an old lady. Little did
I know she w a s pa ck ing heat,
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A&E profile: Matt Olsen '99

It just lookslike a hollowedout logbut pure bliss or exquisite agony? I am
it isactuaUy quite expensivebecause it counting on you to settle the Great
A&E Editor
has to come from a certain kind of Colby Bongo Debate that has
Eucalyptus tree and carving out the cleaved the campus in two.
Echo: Tell the Colby community inside is a time consuming task.
Matty-O: lean understand both
a bit about yourself.
Echo: Have youbeen able to play sides of the argument,one of which
Matty-O: Well, I'm a senior an- this in front of a large crowd of came to light in the infamous "Echo
thropology major known within Colbyites? If so, what has been the Bongo Article" and so I think that
Colby's elite circles of frat boys and general perception of the sounds there are two answers to this crisis.
Foss hippies as Matty-O. The only you create, and of yourself as a per- First, anyone who relates bongo
exceptions are the senior members of the
football team who affectionately refer to me
as "Nacho."Long story.
I have a brother who is
a freshman here who,
as you can guess, was
branded Patty-O upon
his immediate arriva l
for COOT. Anyway,I
livein Geneva,Switzerland, and I fly over for
classes when the mood
strikes me.
Echo: Tell me a bit
about your phallic instrument.
Matty-O:
The
didgeridoo is an Australian Aboriginal percussion / wind instrument that emits a
Echo photo by J enny O'Ddnrtell
unique drone sound by Matt Olsen '99 creates beautiful sounds on
blowing into it and vi- his didgeridoo.
brating.your lips like a
reed in a saxophone. The drone is son?
playing to the devil should never
Matty-O:Iplayed oncelastyear in move south of Cotter Union. But
only in one tone so it's played for
rhythm rather than notes and its coffeehouse with Crans Baldwin and on the other hand, those individudrone has traditionally been used PoiianBessonandagaininthefallwith als who partake irt the bongo
for meditation in ritual as well as in Will Barron and Chris Davis. We lifestyle must appreciate the sanity
Aboriginal medicine.
opened up for some crazy-ass aging that their peers are desperately trying
Echo: How did you become in- hippies of the sea called Woods Tea to hold on to. Learn to play with your
terested in the didgeridoo? Did you Company. I love them. When I've fingers so that whenthe mood strikes
buy the one(s) you play, or did you playedwell, the overallperceptionhas you topound theskinsat 4amyou can
make them yourself?
been one of yenthusiasm and interest do so without waking up the Dalai
Matty-O: I first heard the WhenIdidn tdosowe]l/ Ireceivedihe Lama. Trust rne, it will also improve
didgeridoo on the first Jamiroquai normaleongj atulationsandlthinkthat your playing in general.
Echo:Anyfinal thoughts,besides
album and saw it played on the eveiyonethen wenthomeand killed
the obvious one: That you long tustreets in Europe. I was initially their pets.
drawn to it because of its extremely
Echo: Are there particular instru- bular instrument is a weak attempt
unique sound and use of circular ments that the didgeridoo sounds to enhance your masculinity?
Matty-O: Sometimes, when the
breathing that enabled the musi- great next to?
cian to create a continuous drone
Matty-O: Well, it sounds great mood is just right and the sun is shinfor as long as necessary. I made my with drums and bass but it's amaz- ing in the velvet sky,I feel like Tarzan
because if I play my didgeridoo
first didgeridoo out of PVC pipe in ing withbagpipes!
Echo: Would you characterize wrong,it sounds likean elephant fart.
the fall of my junior year and I
bought a real one this past summer. the ceaseless playing of bongos as Word up to my peeps Robbie-O; out
west, we call this the superdank.Q

BY OLIVER GRISWOLD

Boston-area version, which features
lyrics like "Revere, play play on,
¦ ^B^^^ F***out °f 4 Saugus
, play on").
^BB^ajious Artists
As stated,thereareplenty of great
J
¦
j I Uke rap music. I feel a littlebit songson this album both for frontin'
mawhit" irt yo whip and just kickin' it wit yo
JJ sillyaboutthatbecausel'
¦
guy.But hey,all the girliessay I'r» homiesback at the crib. I particularly
¦
pretty f ly for a white guy, sothere- like Busta Rhymes'adaptation of the
Knight Rider thememusicin 'Turn It
J fore I fieel qualified to reviewThe Up/' Kitt would approve, although
¦
Source'slatestcompilationofdope
¦
jams, "Hip Hop Hits Volume2." I'm not sure Michael's tastes run to
hip-hop.
J . This album will basically save
BUTthereisonereallystinkysong
m you ihe trouble c*f, a) buying a
-¦
whole bunch of albums just be- here that I recommend you avoid at
¦
causeyou like one song on them, all costs, It is track 16, "I Got The
B or b) spending hours and hours Hook-Up/'by Master P and Sons Of
¦
listening to Jamrnin' 94.5 trying to Funk The lyrics to this horrendous
¦
record thatNoreagasongyou sim- pieceof noisepollutionconsistof one
'W& have. It includesa lot of guy proclaiming "1got ihe hook-up"
Ply
Br' ^pu larhltssuchafiBigPunlsher's While
another
guy goes
¦
"StM Noty$f :Hayei>?^Ja^and- ''ygggg phWl^hhhhhWi ' like
¦Jj JermaineDupri'8 "Mone yAJn'tA spmeoriejiistkickedhiminthe testes.
a guy
Srj S^
¦:¦-¦
^ Thaftfc^d-^[^fo^^
:
¦h8 GuiiVb '^Oilsj^ vu
Bdbjj^ x going'XrggggggghhhhhhWthhhh''in
2 (whichsadlyIshotth^custortiizeda rap song, in fact I think I e^poctit,

Echo photo by Jennie Record

Dylan Commeret '99 and Chrissy Barnett '99 performed
their senior voice recitals Sunday night in Lorimer
Chapel.
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Keanu Reeves, Lawrence Fishburne, Carrie- [J
Anne Moss
Directed by Andy and Larry Wachowski

KeanuReevesisalwaysentertaining, though moreoften as the subject
¦
of ajoke than thespeakerof one. In "The Matrix,"his dudenessthankfully
" resigns any attempts at extended dialogue and sticks to his guns: high
B cheeJ&onesandpoisethatcancairyar^
¦
!: correctly casting Reeves as a nineties-hacker-turned-<yr>er-messiah
, the
("Bound")
have
Wachowski
brothers
gone
bigtime.This
is
a
big
money
2
B Hollywood sci-fi kung-fu metaphysicsuniverse that seamlessly evolves
¦
with charm and intelligence.
lhestoryof the£amisinterestingbutnotoverbeaiing.Reevesplaysa
2
¦
computerhadkerwhoisgraduaUyc»nvinced(by LawrenceFishbui^
¦
Canie-AmeMoss)thatieatttyisactuaUymoresiira^
2 can fathom. Though the plot and cinematography borrow/ heavily,from
¦
"DarkCity "(and before that "City of the Ix>st Chilchm''), 'Matrix' feels
¦
genuineand fresh, due in part to the most sublimely integrated special
2 effedssinceStarWars.Theeightbucksisworthitfor thefightscenes alone.
m Imagine Jackie Chan vs. Fox Mulder in one of those GAP television
¦
"swing" ads; they're that good. The illusion unravels when it comes to
m scientific consistency,but otherwise establishes a convincing fantasy: a
¦
worldwherewallsof glassripple,helicoptersmeltintobuildings,and cell
¦
phones serve theforces of good.
"The Matrix"is playing at HoyfsAugusta 10.
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"Cookie '/ fortune "

^ktrtrf c out of five
Glenn Close, Charles S. Dutton , Liv
Tyler, Cris O'Donnel , Patricia Neale
Directed by Robert Altaian
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but this guy's moans and grunts a 2
,a summerevening ,
Somethingsarebestdoneslow^ap
intofGuinness
bearno relation to the beat of the ¦
fire,
sweet
love
by
the
A
murder
case
set
in
Mississippi
might notcometo B :
a
¦
songoranythinganybodyelsewas 2
mmd,butRobertAltnum("M*ASW'^
'
wCbokie'sIbrUine' and lets it introduceitselfwithdiarrn,drawl ¦
doing in the recording studio at B
r«wfilm
2
the time. I .picture him off in a ¦
a and a mug^ty winkImagineLiv Tyler askingyou if you wantseconds. H
//
¦
a3mer/ ju8tgomg UgsgruAhhhhh'' 2 ¦
You do.
¦
whenhefelthkeit.ThissongmakesM
,out • '
'srichwidow(PatridaNeale)who
TheCookieofthetitleisthetown
2
me go "Uggggghhhhhhhhh"and ¦
¦
itesa suicide note and shoots herself ¦
of lament for her dead husband, wr
¦
¦
press the fast-forward button. I
through a pillow. Cookie's niece, the aristoaatically-hopefulCamille ¦
think if I had to listen to this song 2
2 (GlennQose),findsthecorpse,swallowsthenoteand setsupthesoeneto 5
all the waythrough I would prob- ¦
¦
resem
blea murder,just to protect the honor of her family. The police ¦
¦
¦
¦
ably renounce rap music all to'sfriendaruican^
iiutiallysuspectCcrcWe
gether and go buy a stack of Neil 2
a small town evayorieknowshe's innocent J
2 the murderer, but in such
/
Diamond albums.At thevery least ¦
¦
it ¦
probably becausetheyvefishedwithhim.Theproblemishowtoprove
¦
¦
¦
I would write a letter to Master ?.:..
"Cookte'sForttihe'' hasacrewoftalentedactors(Ned Qeattyjulianne ¦
and beg him to sell some of his 2
2 Moore, Lyk Lovett), and to watchliv Tyler and ChrisODorinellgrope 2 ,'
and
gold
chains
get ¦
¦
¦
'
each other istorememberthelasttime
¦
¦
¦
"U gggghhhhhhh" lessons from
Altman letsthemalltaketheirtime, and exceptfor Qoee'sheavy-handed
Ihe finest
*
Dt ' Vte.
I ii:
melodrarr^
2
2
^
¦
But nobody's perfect, so other ¦
¦
perfoiroa^isDur^
¦
¦
than that you should buythisCD. ¦ home withWilcl Turkey in his pocketistonoticegracein unusualplaces. P
.
Peace-out)homes.
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2 Twohouwcrf Scnithe^
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In the final match of her illustrious Colby
tennis career, captain Kim Cheah '99 took second place at the Middlebury Invitational last
weekend . In the quarterfinals, Cheah, the top
seed, notched straight set victories over opponents from MIT and UVM-Montpelier. In the
semifinals, Cheah displayed her relentless
work ethic when she bounced back from a first
set 6-0 deficit to win the next two sets 6-4, 6-4.
The f in als wer e t ougher , as Cheah fell to
M iddl eb u r y's Amy Robinson <i-4, 5-7, 6-2.
Cheah went 13-5 overall in 1998-99 as the Mules'
numb er one player.
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With 66 total points, the Colby's men's track
and field team earned second place on Saturday at the Bowdoin Invitional Meet. MIT won
the meet with 81 points. Bowdoin was third
with 49 points, while USM finished fourth
with 11. Colby hammer thrower Jamie Brewster
'00 won the event with a heave of 182'6", while
tri-captain Jon Zareki '99 earned second place
in the event and Nathan Laing '00 took third for
a Colby sweep of the top three spots. Colby's
speedy 43tlO0M relay team took first, as did one
of the team's individuals, Jared B eers '01 in the
100 and 200 meter dashes. Tyrone Boucad '00
placed fir st in the 400M and the 110 hurdles.
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In New London, Conn., Colby crew competed successfully at the U.S. Coast Guard
Academy. For the second straight week the
men's varsity eight captured first place, this
time over the Coast Guard Academy and Boston College with a time of 5:58. Three secondplace finishes came from the men's junior varsity eight, the men's novice ei ght and the
women's novice eight. The women's varsity
eight took third.
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After playing in the North American Hockey
Championships in his hometown of Toronto,
Can. last weekend, stand-outhockey player Rob
Koh '99 said that would likely be the last game
of his career.
Despite receiving a call from the Pensacola,
Fla. contingent of the East Coast Hockey
League, a farm league for NHL aaid AHL prospects, Koh plans to pursue a biology career.
"I was thinking about it for awhile—to play
the sport you love for a living," said the threetimeAll-American defenseman. "But I've a l so
got a degree fro m Colby and it's t ime to d o
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• Massage
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Blending Bar
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something different in life. I'm leaning towards 'no', but it's not completely a hold-up."
Koh' s chance to shine came from playing as
one of only two Division III players in two
contests between the NCAA All-Stars and the
top players from the Canadian university system. The United States team lost the first game
4-3 and the second 5-4 in an overtime shootout.
"It's always been a question in a D-III
player 's mind if they can play with the D-I
players," Koh said. "Being out there, skating
on the ice beside them helped me feel I could
accomplish the same thing, maybe, in Division
I hockey."
? ? ?

Th e Colby women's lacrosse team had a

disappointing weekend as th ey dropped two
games on their trip to Connecticut.
The first contest took place at Trinity, where
the Mules looked to give the Bantams their
first loss of the season. Trinity jumped out to a
commanding 11-6 lead in the first half. But
going into the second half , Colb y came out of
with determination. They scored seven goals
to make the contest competitive.
But the fifth-ranked Bantams did not relent. They scored five goals in the second half
to preserve the 16-13 final.
Abb y Healy '99 scored four goals for the
Mules,while Kristina Stahl '99, Angela Pappas
'01 and Marcia Ingraham '02 each scored twice.
Goalie Mary Zito '02 mad e five save s in net f or
the Mules.
The Colby women traveled to Connecticut
College on Saturday in hopes of getting bac k
on the winning track.
And again, the L ady Mules battled back
fr om an earl y deficit. Colby took the lead with
12:04 remaining in the game when they scored
five unanswered goals to go up 9-8. But the
Camels went on a streak of their own, scoring
the ga me's final four goals for the 12-9 win. In
this game of momentum shifts, Ingraham and
Katie Lee '01 each scored twice for Colby and
;' '
Zito made 10 saves in the loss.
Colb y played on a chilly Tuesday afternoon,
but took advantage of the cold p lay of
Brid gewater State College. The Mules won 155, breaking a three-game losing streak.
Angela Pappas '01 scored four times and
added an assist, while Marcia Ingraham '02
scored three times. Two goals came from tricaptain Caroline Kasparian *99 and Kristina
Stahl '99.
The win over 7-3 Bridgewater puts Colby
back on track and brings their record to 4-4.
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Men 's lax dominates Plymouth State,
narrowly loses to Trinity
BY BROOKE FRAPPIER
Staff Writer

Down 6-4 at halftime, the Trinity Bantams
outscored Colby 's men's lacrosse team 5-2 in the
second half to rall y for the 9-8 win.
With the advantage, Colby began the second
half by increasing their lead to 8-4 with goals
from Bill Spencer '02 and Ryan Kell y '01. But the
Bantams came charging back with five unanswered goals. Trinity's John Harrelson scored
the game-winner with 1:22 remaining in the game.
Tri-captain Mark Melander '99 had two goals
in the game, as did Kelly. Matt Williams '99,
Mark McEwen '01, Pete Kugeler 99 and Spencer
added one goal ap iece. Goalie John Shea '02 made
19 saves for Colby.
"It was a good game, we just didn't capitalize,"
said Melander. "They had a good goalie. We just
couldn't get it by him."
Desp ite the narrow contest to end the
week, the Mules did notch a win on Thursday
against Plymouth State. In the team 's first
home game of the year, ' Colby got on the
board four times in the first period to take a
resounding 4-0 lead. Pl ymouth State answered with two goals in the second. It wasn 't
enough, as Colb y 's Kugeler, who netted five
goals on the day, and Jeff Boyer '00, scored to
take the 6-2 advantage at halftime.

Echo p hoto by J enny O'Donnell
Senior caption Matt Williams handles the
ball past a defender.
Colby went on a tear, scoring 12 goals and relinquishing onl y four to earn the 18-6 win. Melander
found the net three times, while Williams and Kelly
scored two apiece. Shea and Brian Heister '00 combined for 11 saves in goal.
Colb y 's record now stands at 5-3. The Mules
were ranked 16th in New England prior to this
week. What happens to that rank will be affected
by the split and Colby 's upcoming contests. The team
will travel to Tufts on Saturday to battle the
Jumbos.Q

CLA SSIFIED ADVERTI SING

Garden Island Laundromat & Dry Oeaners
Elm Plaza, Waterville 861-8378 10% Dry
Cleaning & $.50/Lb. Wash, Dry & Fold with
Colby Student ID Open 7AM to 9PM daily

GET THE HELL OUT OF HERE! Mexico ,
th e Cari bbean or Centr al Americ a $199
rou nd trip. Europe $169 one way. Other
worldwide des t inati ons cheap. Book tickets
on line www.airtech.co m or (212) 219-7000

FREE RADIO + $1250! Fundraiser open
to student groups & organizations. Earn
$3-$5 per Visa/MC app. We supply all
materials at no cost. Call for info or visit
our website. Qualified callers receive a
FREE Baby Boom Box. 1-800-932-0528 x
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Remember: Always 10% off non-sale items with Colby ID
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Healy turned in are outstand ing offensive effort in last week' s
16-13 loss to Trinity b y scoring four goals in the contest and dishing
out an assist. The senior added another in the loss to 15th-ianked
Connecticut College.

...

Mon.-Wed.& Sat. 9-5
Thur. 9-5:30, Fri. 9-7

Peter Kugeler *9»

In a whopping 18-6 win overPi ymou piStaie Iasjt|yeek, Kugeler's
vision was honed and his shot was prini <p.Kug eler found the net
five times. He added another in the Mules ' !tOUgh%8 loss to Trinity.
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else.
anyone
was mote intense f o^^ psimnvons
softball
hurl er struck out sej ^iHuskies , walke d one and surrendered
did put
seven hits in the naiiiiliiieat. Due to tiebreaking rules which
a runner on second bmtt to begin extra innings , ihe^jugp^
not
'
harm Fitstsimmons earne d run average. Instc d|iFiltzsinimons'
^
ERA dropped to a mtascule 0.57, which leads ffo:NESCA.C
and
earned her a spot on the NESCAC Honor Roll this week.

HIM FOOTWEAR

Maine St , Fairf ield , ME

In what was not an easy weekend f or the Colby ba seball
team , losing two games to powerhouse Brandeis by a combined score of 33-21,Tripp mad e things look easy. The lead-off
hitter went 6-8 at the plate with two homeruns and seven arbi.
Earlier in the week, Tri pp went deep off the pit ching of the
Polar Bears— that' s three homeruns in one week of play and
five on the year. Tripp ,batting ,446,wasnamed t othe NESCAC
Honor Roll this week.

Brook e Fifzf immons '012-1 loss

WATV'L EFFICIENCY APARTMENT
PRIVATE HOME, QUIET, SUMNY, PARKING
THE PRINCETON REVIEW wan t s brigh t, $300A MONTH, HEATAND HOT WATER
ent husias t ic people t o t each SAT, LSAT
and MCAT courses t hroug h
Massachusse ts. No ex perience necessary — high scores a must ! $15 to $17/hr.
Call M-F 1 -5 p.m. 1-800-2-REVIEW.

ALL

Echo photo by jenn y O'Donnell
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Tennis
wins one,
loses two
BY H E A T H E R DAUR
Staff Writer

Af ter an i mpressive shut out
win on Thursda y, the Colby men's
tennis team f ell in two succe ssi ve
shutout losses over the weekend.
The White Mules improved on
their season record on April 8when
they crus h ed t h e Universit y of
Sout hern Mai ne by a decisive 7-0
score. Colby took five of the six
singles matc hes in strai ght sets.
Colby's sweep was led by ca ptain
Owen Patrick '01, who captured
the number one sin gles competition by a score of 6-2 ,6-0.
In thenumbertwdslotwasMartin
Schnermann '02, who defeated Tim
Yocum 6-3,6-1,Brad Wand '01,Ross
Frankenfield'00,Jeff Nichols '01 and
Sam Dubrow'02all wonto round out
thetop six slots.
The Mules traveled to Trinity
College Saturday where they suffered a setback.Colby was defeated
by Trinity 7-0. Sunday produced
an equally disappointing lbss as
the men fell to Brandeis University
by a score of 5-2.
Still, co-captain Patrick is optimistic about the team's ability to
establish some momentum.
"We're looking to have a breakthrough match soon,"said Patrick.
"We go into our matches expecting tough competition.That'swhat
we get, but thaf s the way we like
it." •
The Mules will have the opportunity to break through tomorrow
when they take on Salem State at
home. The matches begin at3:00D
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BasebalI droDs a bai r to Brandeis
BY JAMES SPIDLE
Staff Writer

The Colby baseball team played
host to the powerful Judges of
Brandeis University who asserted
their power on Saturday afternoon
with a pair of wins over the Mules.
The Colby men battled,but were
unable to overcome the Judges' offensive onslau ght of 32 hits, 33 runs
and seven homerunsduring the twogame series.
Despite the two-game skid, the
Mules playoff chances remain good
with a si gni fi cant amount of their
schedule remaining.
"I was- a little disappointed that
we couldn't lave taken at least one
f rom Brandeis , but I don't view it as
a set bac k," said senior co-captain
Brian DiBello.
In the first game, Brand eis
jumped out to an early 2-0lead in the
opening inning, courtesy of a tworunshotbyJimDeschaine.TheMules
answered with five runs in ihe bottom of the first to take a 5-2 lead.
A two-run single by Jon Lord '02
was sandwiched between doubles
by Matt Paquette '99,who drove in a
run, and Bill Goldman '01, who
knocked in two more.
Brandeis formed a rally of their
own in the third inning to recapture the lead 6-5. In the fifth inning, Brandeis bombarded the
Mules with a 10-run deluge. With
the bases full of Jud ges and just
one out, Dan NTotaro lined a Kris
Keelty '99 fastball down the
rightfield line to score two. Jim
Freethy added two more with a
shot to the rightfield gap. Brandeis
scored two more before Colby's
Paquette came in to relieve Keelty,
whoworked42/3innings,Butthings
on the mound were not any easier
for Paquette, who was greeted by a
grandslam from Christos Tsiamis
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to make the score 16-5.
Colby only came up with one
run back in the bottom half of the
fifth when senior co-captain Greg
Domarekihit a sacrifice fly. Pitcher
Nathan Bradley '99 entered the
game in the sixth and did not allow the Judges to score in the final
two innings.
The Mules threatened with a
three-run bomb off the bat of
Andy Tripp '01 and a two-run
blast to straight-away center
provided b y Lord. Still, the
Jud ges were able to hold on and
preserve the 16-12 win for pitcher
Dave Cirnini.
A similar game was played the
second time around. Brandeis refu sed to letup from scoring, plating
runners in every inningbutthe sixth.
The Mules did not score their first

Echo photo by J enny O'Donnell

run until the fourth inning.
contin ued to d ominate Brand ei s
Trailing 13-0,Tripp hit a base- pitching by scorching a two-run line
loaded double down the shot over the fence in leftfield for his
second homerun of the day.
Domareki tried to lead the comew ™ was a little
back by smashing twohomeruns,
but
the Mules were unable to
disappointed that we
score again and the game ended
couldn 't have taken at 17-9. Domaredd iscurrently hitting
.472asthesecondleadinghitterinthe
least one from
NESCAC
Bra ndeis.
With the two losses, Colby's
-Brian DiBello '99
record slips to 11-6. The Mules
traveled to the University of
Maine at Orono yesterday to face
rightfield line to score two. Later, the Division I Black Bears. They reLou Distasi '01scored from first on a turnhome to embark upon a threedouble to the left-center gap by game series with Middlebury toPaquette. That made the score 13-6 morrow and Saturday.The first pitch
after four innings.But Brandeis added will be thrown at 4:00 tomorrow and
threemore in the fifth.
the doubleheader begins at 12:00 on
In the bottom of the sixth,Tripp Saturday.Q
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Softball comes up short in extra innin g duel with USM Huskies
were close to taking the game, as
co-captain Steph Patterson '99 lined
a single to left with a runner on
second. However, the USM left
fielder made an amazing throw
home to tag Kim Chadwick '02 for
the third and final out.

The Colby softball team (8-6)
lost two close games against Maine
schools on Friday and Saturday.
Both of the contests against the
University of Southern Maine and
Bowdoin f eatur ed goo d p itching
and low scoring.
Head coach Richard Bailey had
anticipated a tight match against
the USM team.
"The teams are evenly
matche d,"he said before the game.
"Player for player , we're matched
up very well against them."
Bailey's exp ectat ions prov ed to

be correct. The White Mules'game
against the Huskies was a true
pitcher's duel. Both USM hurler
Erica Gagnon and Colby's Brooke
Fitzsimmons '01 allowed no runs
in seven innings.Tie-breaker rules
then went into effect in the eighth,
which constitute the inning beginning with a runner on second base
and zero outs.Teams typically bunt
the runner to third base an d then
have two outs to knock her in.
Th e Hus kies crosse d the plate
once in the top of the eighth to take
the lead 1-0. But Colby came right
back in the bottom of the inning.
Elizabeth Oberlin '01 scored on a
RBI groundout by Lindsay Santini
'02,to tie the game at 1-1. The Mules
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BY BECKY SCHECHTER
Asst. Sports Editor

USM pus hed a runner over the
plate with one out in the top of the
ninth. The 2-1 lead became the final score, a s the Mu les cou ld not

come up with a matching run in
the bottom of the ninth.
Colby managed seven hits in
the tiebreaker, with Becky
Rasmussen '00 contributing a
double and a triple. Fitzsimmons
kep t the Mu les in act ion the ent ire
game,allowing six hits and striking out four. The loss drops her
record to 4-2, but her ERA is an
outstanding 0.57 in 37 innings
pitched.
On Saturday the squad traveled to Brunswick to try and continue their winningways against
the archr
ival Polar Bears.
Bowdoin jumped out early/
scoring in the bottom of the first.
The Polar Bear s he
ld the Mu les to
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one hit overfour innings,but Colby
got things going in the fifth.
Rasmussen led off with a single
and then scored on a single by
pitcher Stephanie Greenlcaf '01.
Patterson smacked a double in the
sixth, knocking the Bowdoin
starter out of the game. A sacrifice
fly by Kate Ma gnu son '02 put the
Mules up by one. The Polar Bears
rallied with two outs in the bottom
of the sixt h, scor in g the tying and
winn ing runs as Colby went down
1-2-3 in the seventh.
The Mu les will trave l to the
Un iversity of New Eng lan d today
and th en return h ome Ho play
MiddlebuiyonFridayat4.'00andtwice
on Saturday beginningat noohQ
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